IBM Analytics

IBM® Datacap and Box
Capture documents to and from Box with
automatic classification and data extraction to streamline business processes
The IBM Datacap integration with Box allows you
to capture documents whenever and wherever they
enter your organization for use in Box and business
processes. For information already in Box, utilize
Datacap’s classification and content extraction to put
that unstructured data to work for your organization.
By identifying and putting your business content to work
with Datacap, organizations can accelerate business
processes, improve productivity and efficiency, and
respond faster to customers while lowering costs.

A Capture Story
With Datacap, organizations have more options for efficiently integrating
paper and digital documents into business processes virtually anywhere or
anytime. You can take advantage of new solutions that turn multifunction
peripherals (MFPs) and mobile devices into capture workstations while using
intelligent software and networking to enable advanced document capture
throughout the enterprise.
Capturing documents at the point of entry into an organization improves cycle
times and customer service as the captured information can be immediately
fed into business processes and repositiories, such as Box.

Extract value from business content
With content entering organizations from multiple channels—mobile,
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MFPs, e-mail, fax and more—many customers struggle with how to
ingest and digest documents, including what they already have stored in
their repositories.
Datacap is the first step in putting documents to work for your business.
By automating the identification and extraction of content from documents,
organizations can put that data to work in business processes and store it
in repositories, such as Box, to meet regulatory requirements.

• Capture documents where they enter your organization—in a regional
office or on the road—with distributed and mobile capture

Ingest documents directly from Datacap into Box
• Capture documents where they enter your organization to immediately
begin business processes
• Automate document identification, classification and data extraction
before you send them to Box

• Multi-channel capture allows for ingestion of paper and digital
documents from MFPs, mobile devices, fax, email and more
• Automate the identification and classification of documents while they
are captured to speed up processing times for happier customers and
lower costs

• Identify and extract business content from Box using Datacap to
determine the relevant content in Box to put to work with analytics and
business processes

Customer Benefits

• Identify and extract business content from Box for use with analytics and
in business processes

Leading content management,
cloud, social, security and mobile
capabilities with global reach

Leading cloud-based
content management and
collaboration platform
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